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Abstract—The finite element method is primarily utilized to
numerically solve partial differential equations, most commonly
by the use iterative methods, over a compact domain. The PDEs
domain is represented by a mesh of information which needs to be
distributed among all available processors in a parallel computer.
Distributing the mesh, known as the mesh partitioning problem,
is NP-complete. Much effort focuses on graph partitioning and
parallelization to address it. We introduce a new vertex matching
model called Directed Sorted Heavy Edge Matching intended
to reduce the communication volume during FEM simulations
and ensure efficient execution on distributed systems. Finally, we
provide performance analysis of DSHEM and comment on its
benefits.

Index Terms—Graph partitioning, Mesh partitioning, Vertex
matching, Load balancing, Finite element method, Communica-
tion Volume

I. BACKGROUND

The Finite Element Method (FEM), or Finite Element
Analysis (FEA), is a technique used in different areas of
scientific computation such as engineering and physics. It
helps to analyze the behavior of real life objects, or physical
phenomena, under different environmental conditions [1], [2].
The problem is modeled with a finite number of discrete
elements (mesh of information) resulting in a system of
algebraic equations [3]. The system is then solved to compute
a numerical solution that approximates the conditions in the
real world. The discretization may result in large and spare
matrices requiring huge amounts of processing power to
be solved. This situation makes sequential implementations
useless in practice and parallel systems come into play, but
they bring new challenges in terms of efficiency [4]. Adaptive
techniques allow the solution error to be kept under control
while costs can be minimized [5].

The mesh of information has to be distributed amongst
all available processors in a parallel system [2], [6]. Then,
multiple processors execute the same code on different mesh
elements to compute the final solution. It generally employs
an iterative approach to approximate the solution [1], [7].
With dynamic problems, the refinement step introduces an
imbalance to the system and the mesh must be redistributed.

This work was partially supported by the Consejo Nacional de Ciencia y
Tecnologı́a (CONACYT) under grant number 309370.

Since it is not possible to know in advance what regions will
be refined, it is a difficult task to keep the workload in balance.
Distributing the mesh among the processors in a parallel
computer, also known as the mesh-partitioning problem, is
known to be NP-complete [8]–[10].

When parallel systems are employed, efficiency becomes
an important concern. The load balancing problem needs to
be addressed in order to improve the efficiency of a parallel
system. One effective approach is through graph partitioning
where the load is modeled as a graph. The graph is then
partitioned and mapped into the processors; it defines the
distribution of the load in the parallel system. It is a more
difficult task with dynamic problems as redistribution must
be performed regularly when the imbalance reaches a certain
threshold. With the availability of hundreds of thousands of
processors becoming cheaper every day, the load balancing
problem shifts its focus to communication costs. The trans-
mission of data over network links is considerable slower
than data processing and a trade between communication and
computation is required to increase the efficiency of parallel
computations [11], [12].

Often, FEM libraries are designed for relatively small sys-
tems. When hundreds of thousands of processors are available
their design becomes an important limitation in order to scale
accordingly. This situation leads to an important inequality
between the software and hardware; which translates into
a decrease of efficiency. The new technologies bring new
challenges and current solutions become obsolete. We address
the load balancing problem through graph partitioning, with
a particular emphasis on the reduction of communication vol-
ume, to improve the efficiency of parallel FEM applications.

The paper is structured as follows: Section II provides a
detailed background and defines the problem. It introduces the
load balancing problem in FEM computations and describes
how to address it. Drawbacks of current methodologies are
also identified. The most important graph partitioning software
is listed as well. Section III introduces the central idea behind
the proposed algorithm DSHEM. It provides an analysis of
the limitations of current solutions and introduces the concept
of directional communication on undirected graphs. Section
IV presents one of the main contributions of this paper. It
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introduces the algorithm DSHEM with a description of its
implementation within METIS and an example of how it
works. Section V presents the evaluation of DSHEM; the
second main contribution of this paper. It provides information
of the metrics and input graphs for the evaluation. DSHEM
is compared to SHEM, the original matching algorithm in
METIS. Finally Section VI summarizes the findings and
concludes the paper.

II. THE LOAD BALANCING PROBLEM IN PARALLEL FEM
APPLICATIONS

Load balancing is important in parallel computations; it
maximizes application performance by keeping processor idle
time and interprocessor communication overhead as low as
possible. To minimize the overall computation time, all proces-
sors should contain the same amount of computational work
and data dependencies between processors should be mini-
mized. The most important causes of load imbalance in FEM
parallel applications are the dynamic nature of the problem
through time, and the adaptive refinement or coarsening of
the mesh during the simulation. The interference from other
users in a shared system and the heterogeneity in either the
hardware or in the solver can also affect the load balance and
performance.

Numerous static and dynamic methods have been developed
for load balancing. The dynamic problem has not been exten-
sively studied as the static one. Devine et al. [13] provide
ideas to address the dynamic problem. Willebeek-LeMair
and Reeves [14] provide a comparison study of dynamic
load balancing strategies. Chen and Taylor [15] achieved
improvements up to 36% when heterogeneity is considered
in distributed systems. Some other attempts to address this
issue are presented in [13], [16]–[19]. Olas et al. [20] have
introduced a dynamic load balancer to the existing library
NuscaS [21] which includes a performance model of their
own. The model accurately estimates the cost, measured in
time, of every load balancing and computational step with or
without a balanced workload.

New techniques are needed to reduce the time spend on
FEM simulations [22], [23]. Furthermore, speed is commonly
the main objective in dynamic load balancing while the quality
of the partition (its balance) comes in second place. A less
balanced distribution of work does not necessarily mean an
increase in computing time; it may allow other metrics to
improve such as communication overhead.

A. Load Balancing Through Graph Partitioning

Due to the fact that the mesh of information can be charac-
terized by a graph, much effort focuses on graph partitioning
algorithms to address the load balancing problem of paral-
lel FEM simulations. Graph partitioning algorithms generate
arrays of information containing the location for every graph
vertex; i.e., what mesh element is assigned to which processor.
The mesh is converted into weighted graph. The vertex weights
correspond to calculation costs and edge weights correspond to
potential communication costs. Different graph representations

can be used. We refer the reader to [24] for details. The goal of
graph partitioning, then, is to assign equal total vertex weight
to partitions while minimizing the weight of cut edges. An
increasing variety of general purpose techniques and libraries
has been, and is being, developed in recent time which
provides great effectiveness; we refer the reader to the work
by Buluç et al. [25] and Fjällström [26] for more information.

A limitation of the use of graphs is the type of systems
they can represent [27]. Because edges in the graph model
are non-directional, they imply symmetry in all relationships,
making them appropriate only for problems represented by
square, symmetric matrices. To address this drawback, hyper-
graphs are used to model the PDE problems [28]. Hypergraph
partitioning’s effectiveness has been demonstrated in many
areas, including VLSI layout, sparse matrix decompositions,
and database storage and data mining. However, it has been
demonstrated that hypergraph partitioning is considerably
slower than traditional graph partitioning [29]. It is confirmed
by the generalized use of graph partitioning algorithms and
libraries to restore the load balance in parallel FEM compu-
tations.

Briefly, the graph partitioning problem involves the creation
of subdomains, or smaller groups, from a collection of vertices
in a graph, according to some objectives such as the minimiza-
tion of a cost function. The problem becomes more complex
when the number of objectives increases or when they oppose
each other. For the purposes of this paper, we use the definition
of graph partitioning presented by Walshaw and Cross [30];
we refer the reader to their work for more details.

To date, there is a wide variety of libraries designed to
improve the efficiency of parallel systems during FEM simula-
tions. A number of them are free of charge for academic use,
such as METIS [31], [32], Chaco [33], [34], and SCOTCH
[35]–[37]. We refer the reader to [38] which provide more
details on each of them. Over the years, a number of studies
have compared this software [30], [39]–[41]. However, it
is difficult to reach a clear conclusion due to the different
execution parameters and input graphs available.

III. ANALYSIS AND CONCEPT

Undirected graphs are widely used to represent FE meshes.
Efficient data structures have been developed to store the
graphs as well as many partitioning libraries. We propose a
new vertex matching model for the multilevel graph parti-
tioning technique which aims to reduce the communication
volume by simulating a directed graph.

A. Analysis

Unfortunately, undirected graphs used to characterize FE
meshes do not represent the communication costs properly
leading to inefficient partitions. Minimizing the edge cut does
not guarantee a reduction in the communication volume, as
explained in the next example. Figure 1 shows two different
partitions for the same small graph on the left, both of them
with three edges in the cut. The communication volume differs
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due to the fact that each boundary vertex, represented by dotted
lines, has to send and receive data.

It can be seen in Figure 1 that vertices 1, 2 and 3 in (a)
send data from Processor 1 to Processor 2; the same applies
for vertices 4, 5 and 6. A different scenario is shown in (b)
where the communication volume is reduced to only 4 with
the same edge cut value. Vertex 2 sends data from Processor
1 to Processor 2 only once, regardless of its two edges in the
cut. The previous example leads us to think that the reduction
of boundary vertices also reduces the communication volume
and the larger graph in Figure 1 supports the hypothesis where
(c) and (d) have the same communication volume. However,
reducing the number of boundary vertices does not always
reduce the communication volume as depicted next. Figure 2
shows some examples with different metrics. In (b) the number
of boundary vertices is 7 and the communication volume is 10
as in (c), but (c) has 8 boundary vertices. (c) and (d) have the
best edge cut with only 6 edges; however, (d) has the greatest
communication volume of all.

The correct vertices and edges must be in the boundary in
order to reduce the communication volume. The edge cut is
not an accurate metric to reduce the communication volume.

(c)

121110

987

654

321

Processor 1

Processor 2
(d)

121110

987

654

321

Processor 1

Processor 2

(a)

654

321

Processor 1

Processor 2
(b)

654

321

Processor 1

Processor 2

Fig. 1. Reduction of communication volume with an edge cut of the same
size on the left. Communication volume with the same number of boundary
vertices on the right.

B. Concept

METIS uses the compressed storage format (CSR) to store
the adjacency structure of the graph. CSR is a widely used
scheme for storing sparse graphs due to its reduced space
requirements. However, METIS uses this format for undirected
graphs only; i.e., for symmetric sparce matrices. We refer the
reader to [32] for more details on CSR. Using the data struc-
tures in METIS, which are designed for undirected graphs, we
can emulate directed versions of them. This is possible due to
the fact that each edge and its weight are stored twice; i.e.,

(c) (d)
Processor 3 Processor 3

Processor 1 Processor 2Processor 1 Processor 2

987

654

321

987

654

321

Processor 1

(a) (b)
Processor 2Processor 3

987

654

321

987

654

321

Fig. 2. Three different graph partitions with different characteristics.

(u, v) is stored independently of (v, u). We can take advantage
of this situation to mimic the direction and source of the
communication between every pair of vertices connected by
an edge during the coarsening process. By using independent
values for edges (u, v) and (v, u), we can designate the amount
and direction of the communication. This is more evident in
the coarsest graph, and affects the initial partition. Later, when
the partition is projected back to the original graph, the benefits
of this bidirectional graph are evident.

We follow the original process to partition a graph in METIS
with some key differences. When two vertices are matched, the
communication dependencies are considered in the decision.
This new condition is implemented in combination with the
coarsening process, where the weights of the edges and the
direction of communication are calculated for the coarser
graph. The values for the new edges, in the coarser graph,
are calculated based on the communication dependencies. In
the next coarsening level, these values are used to create the
matching and the new coarser graph. This process is described
in detail in the next section.

IV. DIRECTED SORTED HEAVY EDGE MATCHING

We propose a new vertex matching algorithm called Di-
rected Sorted Heavy Edge Matching (DSHEM); it introduces
the concept of bidirectional communication to the matching
phase. The aim is to represent more accurately the communi-
cation between the parts while creating the final partition of
the graph. The utility function uses this new data to create a
more efficient matching which leads, in the end, to a better
partition. DSHEM includes a mechanism to further improve
the results by changing a few parameters during the execution
of METIS. It is based on SHEM, an improvement of HEM
[42], [43].
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A. Description

The data structures in METIS are designed for undirected
graphs, but they can be used to emulate directed versions of
them. Each edge and its weight are stored twice; i.e., (u, v)
is stored independently of (v, u). DSHEM takes advantage
of this situation to mimic the direction and source of the
communication between every pair of vertices connected by
an edge. As in SHEM , all vertices are visited in a sorter
manner in DSHEM. Vertex u is matched with an unmatched
vertex v such that the weight of the edge (u, v) is maximum
over all valid incident edges and the communication volume
is reduced. This new condition is implemented in combination
with the coarsening process, where the weights of the edges
and the direction of communication are calculated for the
coarser graph.

An example of the matching and coarsening process of
DSHEM is depicted in Figure 3. The original graph in (a) can
be represented as in (c) based on the real bidirectional commu-
nication shown in (b). The values in parenthesis represent the
weights of the edges. Vertex 1 sends a communication volume
of 1 to vertex 2, and vertex 2 sends a volume of 1 to vertex 1.
METIS stores the weight of each edge twice; therefore, we do
not incur in extra memory usage or extra computation for this
new representation. Having the simulated directed graph, the
matching and coarsening process can be performed. The first
matching produced by DSHEM, in (d), would be similar to
that produced by SHEM. The matched vertices are enclosed
by doted lines. At this point, the simulated graph does not
have full direction or source information of communications.
Vertices 1 and 2 are collapsed to form a new coarse vertex,
called super vertex A. All incident edges to both vertices are
preserved to form the coarser graph in (e), only edge (1, 2)
is removed; similar process is done to collapse vertex 5 and
6 as shown in (f). Now, the coarsening process updates the
weight of all edges in the coarser graph by adding information
concerning the direction and source.

To clarify how this new information is calculated, the
arrows originated from each super vertex are grouped into two
categories according to their real origin. In (e), observing the
arrows originated from super vertex A, one can appreciate that
some are solid black and others are white. Solid black arrows
are those belonging to the original vertex 1, while white arrows
belong to vertex 2. This grouping is translated into (f); note
that some edges have negative values. This minus sign (−) is
used to identify the real source of the edge, and not to indicate
a negative value. DSHEM collapses two vertices, and only two,
to form a new super vertex in the coarser graph. This makes it
easy to indicate the source without using extra memory during
the coarsening process. The edge (1, 4) incident to vertex 1
in (d) is preserved as edge (A, 4) in (e); its communication
volume remains the same. To differentiate the edges incident
to vertex 2 in (d) which are preserved in (e), the minus sign
is added to their communication volume. The resulting values
are then stored in the coarser graph (f) as edges (A, 3) and
(A,B). To collapse vertices 5 and 6 in (e) the same process is
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()
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Fig. 3. Coarsening process with DSHEM.

followed. The new coarser graph (g) includes all the necessary
information to reduce the communication volume in the next
step of the partitioning process. It can be seen that super vertex
A in (g) has three edges; one from the original vertex 1 and
two from the original vertex 2 in (d) as it is indicated by the
minus signs. In fact, the real source cannot be established, only
the fact that one edge comes from one vertex and the other
two edges from the other vertex in the finer graph. Vertex B
in (f) has similar characteristics.

The final matching depicted in (h) is important as it de-
scribes the idea behind DSHEM. With the complete infor-
mation of direction and source, we can improve the partition
reducing the volume of information to be transferred. If SHEM
were used then all edges would have a weight of 1; their
current weight is (1, 1) with source information (the minus
signs). If we visit vertex A to find a match, in (h), all three
neighbors are inspected (vertices 3, 4 and B). If vertex A is
matched with vertex 3 or B, it can be seen that the resulting
edges incident to the collapsed vertex will have three or four
different sources (two sources from vertex A, and one from
vertex 3 or two from vertex B), but if vertex A is matched to
vertex 4 the resulting edges will have only two sources (one
source from vertex A and one from vertex 4). DSHEM will
match vertex A to vertex 4 reducing the number of sources
in the resulting coarser vertex; SHEM would match vertex A
with any vertex because it only considers the weight of the
edge that will be removed.

If we take vertex 4 in (h) as reference, DSHEM will match it
with vertex A while SHEM would choose any of the neighbors
resulting in a degradation of the communication volume. The
next coarsening step produces the coarsest graph shown in (i)
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with a communication volume of 4. Vertices A and 4 in (h)
are collapsed to form super vertex C in (i). The edges incident
to vertex A are also collapsed and their weights added. Due
to the fact that both edges incident to vertex A have the same
source, we just count them as one edge going out from it. The
resulting weight for that edge (C,D) is 2 (1 from the edge
incident to vertex A and 1 from the edge incident to vertex
4). The same process is done for the contraction of vertices 3
and B.

B. Implementation

Although DSHEM belongs to the matching phase of the
partitioning process, its implementation involves every step of
the process due to its nature. By using independent values
for edges (u, v) and (v, u), DSHEM changes the paradigm
within METIS and complicates its implementation. The code
is adapted to handle new values for edges (u, v) and (v, u) and
new parameters are added to control the execution of METIS.
The multiplier -maxvwtm limits the size of vertices during the
coarsening process. Percentages -dshem p1, -dshem p2, and -
dshem p3 are used to modify the behavior of the cost function
in DSHEM.

The information required by DSHEM is the structure of the
graph, the maximum weight that is allowed for a vertex during
the coarsening process, and three percentage values; similar to
the original SHEM, but with the exception of the new three
percentage values. These percentages are used to fine tune how
much the weight of the edge, combined with the number of
sources, affects the decision to match vertex j to vertex i. The
algorithm returns the array with the matching information and
the number of coarse vertices; again, as the original SHEM.

DSHEM can make a more informed decision whether
vertices i and j should be matched together. It considers the
three possible scenarios: the number of sources is reduced,
preserved or increased. As an example, the first scenario is
addressed by the cost function (nsources < minsources) ∧
((maxwgt× dshem p1) < bidiradjwgt). The weight of the
edge, in combination with the percentages, affects the decision
whether increasing the number of sources is preferred over
reducing them. It could be more beneficial to remove an over
weighted edge, at the cost of increasing the sources, rather
than removing a very light edge. Removing heavy edges in the
coarsening process also reduces the overall communication in
the coarsest graph.

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF DSHEM

This section presents in detail the metrics, the real life and
synthetic graphs used to evaluate DSHEM. METIS has been
executed with real life graphs, as well as synthetic regular
and irregular graphs. The refinement process is also studied to
assess its impact on the pure partitions generated by DSHEM
and SHEM. DSHEM is slower than SHEM, by nature, when
matching vertices; its impact on the overall partitioning time
is also evaluated. Due to space constraints, we only present
the most relevant results.

A. Metrics
The total edge cut is given by ‖C‖ =

∑
e∈C‖e‖. It is

the sum of the weights of the edges in C. If the edges have
unitary weights (i.e., |C| = ‖C‖) then the number of edges
in the cut is minimized. As stated before, and by studies such
as [44], [45], the edge cut is not the best choice for certain
problems; it does not model the real communication costs in
FEM applications [27]. Studies such as [45]–[48] focuses on
the total communication volume.

Let Bvi = {jj|(vi, vj) ∈ C ∧ vj ∈ Sjj} the boundary
subdomains of vertex vi. The amount of data to be transferred
by vertex vi to a neighboring subdomain is given by |vi|, its
size. Then, the communication volume coming from vertex
vi, going into all its neighboring subdomains, is given by
CommV olvi = |vi| × |Bvi |. Hence, the total communication
volume induced by the partition π is defined as CommV olπ =∑

(|vi| × |Bvi |), the sum of the communication from all
vertices. Note that |Bvi | = 0 for non boundary vertices.

The reduction of the total communication volume is not
necessarily the best approach in FEM applications; the dif-
ferent subdomains may have an unbalanced volume of com-
munication. We use the maximum communication volume
of all subdomains to determine that imbalance. Let BSii

=
{vi|(vi, vj) ∈ C ∧ vi ∈ Sii} be the boundary vertices in Sii.
Then the communication volume produced by subdomain Sii
is given by CommV olSii

=
∑
v∈BSii

CommV olv , the sum
of the communication of all its boundary vertices, and the
maximum of the communication volume of all subdomains is
then given by max1≤ii≤k CommV olSii .

B. Graphs
Several methods designed to generate synthetic graphs have

been proposed in literature. They produce graphs with different
properties, depending on their intended use. The experimental
evaluation of DSHEM does not include any synthetic random
graph generated by those methods; they are not suited for the
evaluation of DSHEM. It is essential to have full control over
the graph geometry to investigate how it influences the quality
of the partition and performance of the algorithm.
Synthetic Graphs The synthetic graphs are used to provide

a more controlled output and understand the behavior of
DSHEM. They are valuable to categorize the performance
of DSHEM with the different types (geometries) of
graphs. They also help in the analysis of the impact of
the three percentages as the output is more predictable.
Three different types of graphs have been selected to
evaluate DSHEM; one quadrangular and two triangular
geometries. 3D versions of all three regular graphs are
also created to evaluate DSHEM. Their sizes vary from
a few thousand vertices to a million. Figure 4 depicts the
2D synthetic graphs of size 3×3: square (sm), triangular
square (tsm) and dense triangular square (dtsm) graph.
Irregularity is also introduced to the graphs by removing
a percentage of the edges randomly; a collection of
irregular graphs with different degrees of irregularity is
used for the evaluation.
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Real Life Graphs The SuiteSparse matrix collection has a
wide variety of spare matrices that arise from real life
applications; it is frequently used by the community to
evaluate the performance of new algorithms. We use
three graphs from this collection; however, they originally
come from other sources such as the Internet parallel
computing archive [49]. The graph ef 4elt is an airfoil
with front slat and rear flaps; this is a small 2D trian-
gular graph. It contains around 15 thousand vertices and
45 thousand edges. The graph ef ocean represents the
oceans; a medium size 3D quadrangular graph. It contains
over 140 thousand vertices and 400 thousand edges. The
graph ef sphere is a sphere; a small 2D triangular graph.
It has around 16 thousand vertices and 49 thousand edges.

Fig. 4. Regular graphs of size 3 × 3: square, triangular square and dense
triangular square.

C. Evaluation

DSHEM is evaluated with four sets of experiments. The
first set of experiments is designed to limit the amount
of processing power, storage and time that is required for
the execution. Nevertheless, its purpose is also to give an
overview of the performance of DSHEM with an extended
range of values for the main parameters. With these extended
experiments, it is possible to design a more accurate analysis
for bigger instances of the input graphs and confirm, or refute,
the initial results. The second set of small graphs is used to
focus the study of DSHEM with more specific ranges of values
used for the parameters. These new values are the product of
the analysis of the experimental results from the first set. The
set of medium size synthetic graphs is designed to measure
the scalability of DSHEM with much bigger input graphs. The
number of subdomains used during experimentation is reduced
due to time constraints. Finally, DSHEM is evaluated with a set
of real world graphs, from small to medium sizes and different
geometries, to confirm the evaluation with synthetic graphs.
The four sets of graphs provide accurate information on the
performance of DSHEM. For the purpose of the analysis, the
values for the multiplier and percentages follow the format (-
maxvwtm,-dshem p1,-dshem p2,-dshem p3). In addition, the
results in all figures show the improvement or degradation
of the quality of the partition when DSHEM is compared to
SHEM.

Reducing the value of multiplier -maxvwtm produces more
balanced initial partitions and the refinement process is also
optimized. However, a balanced partition does not necessarily
mean a smaller edge cut or reduction in communication
volume; it only means that the subdomains are more equal
in size. Figure 5 shows that the multiplier does not greatly
affects the performance of DSHEM, nonetheless, the results

also show that the new matching strategy performs better with
graphs having a quadrangular geometry. With (-dshem p1,-
dshem p2,-dshem p3) set to a fix value, and modifying the
value of multiplier -maxvwtm it is possible to see that DSHEM
brings a constant benefit to the 3D square (sm2d100p) and the
3D triangular square (tsm3d100p).

The initial results show that the two percentages -dshem p1
and -dshem p3 do not modify the behavior of the algorithm. It
is also confirmed with subsequent experiments, even though
the results are not presented in this paper. A close analysis
was also performed with a clear conclusion, the conditionals
that use these two percentages evaluate to true only the first
time, rendering them superfluous.

Depending on the metric and partitioning objective, per-
centage -dshem p2 has different effects on the output of the
partitioning process. Figure 6 shows an inflexion point on 100
for the percentage -dshem p2 for most of the graph types.
A value smaller than 100 produces better results for the 3D
square (sm3d100p) and the 3D triangular square (tsm3d100p)
graphs; the opposite for the 3D square (sm2d100p) and the 3D
dense triangular square (dtsm3d100p) graphs. With respect to
the total communication volume, in general DSHEM provides
better partitions than the original SHEM with the same type
of graphs. It is also interesting to note that the percentage -
dshem p2 does not affects the output gradually according to
its value.

The results with real life graphs confirm the previous results.
Figure 7 shows that the graph ef ocean, with quadrangular
geometry, benefits from DSHEM.

The study without the refinement process gives an in-
side of how DSHEM can outperform SHEM under certain
circumstances. METIS was originally designed to minimize
the edge cut; the matching and refinement strategies build
accordingly. Later the new objective was introduced, but it
optimizes the communication volume with an edge-cut based
partition. The evaluation with the real life graphs confirms the
initial findings. DSHEM produces better partitions with graphs
having a quadrangular geometry.
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Fig. 5. DSHEM vs. SHEM: effect of -maxvwtm on the maximum com-
munication volume of all subdomains with synthetic regular graphs and
communication volume as partitioning objective.
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Fig. 6. DSHEM vs. SHEM: effect of -dshem p2 on the maximum com-
munication volume of all subdomains with synthetic regular graphs and
communication volume as partitioning objective.
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Fig. 7. DSHEM vs. SHEM: effect of -maxvwtm (left) and -dshem p2 (right)
on the maximum communication volume of all subdomains with real life
graphs and communication volume as partitioning objective.

D. Discussion

The initial results suggest that the multiplier -maxvwtm
could improve the partitions generated by DSHEM, However,
subsequent experiments show that there is not a clear pattern.
It greatly depends on the type of graph, objective to optimize
and metric to consider. Despite the lack of correlation between
the value of the multiplier and the quality of the final partition,
it seems that DSHEM produces better results more frequently
when the multiplier is smaller than 150.

The original design of DSHEM contemplates three different
percentages that work together. The initial results show that
the two percentages -dshem p1 and -dshem p3 do not modify
the behavior of the algorithm. A close analysis was also
performed with a clear conclusion, the conditionals that use
these two percentages evaluate to true only the first time,
rendering them superfluous. When the refinement is not part
of the partitioning process, the percentage -dshem p2 has a
measurable and predictable impact on DSHEM. The value 100
is an inflexion point for most of the synthetic graphs, some
showing improvement when the percentage is 100 or higher
and others when lower. When the refinement is performed,
that pattern is modified and less evident; nonetheless, it is still
possible to infer a change around the value 100.

Upon the study of the experimental results, there is not a
clear correlation between the irregularity of the graphs and
the quality of partitions DSHEM produces. The irregularity
introduced to the synthetic graphs affects in a similar way

to Random, SHEM and DSHEM without a clear pattern; it
is more the instance of the problem that changes the results
than the amount of irregularity. As the results show, DSHEM
tends to perform better with certain types of geometries. If the
degree of irregularity reaches the point when the geometry of
the graph is lost, then DSHEM will no longer guarantee a
good partition. DSHEM can perform well within a reasonable
degree of irregularity introduced to the graphs.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We introduced a new vertex matching model called DSHEM
aimed to reduce the communication volume during FEM sim-
ulations. It is based on SHEM implemented in the graph parti-
tioning library METIS. DSHEM improves partitions generated
from undirected graphs with quadrangular geometries if the
communication volume is considered. The extra complexity of
the algorithm is negligible compared to the original algorithm
SHEM. No use of extra memory is needed to emulate the
directed graph. DSHEM can improve the system efficiency of
parallel FEM computations under certain circumstances.

We continue the development and implementation of the
proposed matching model to improve its performance regard-
ing running times and quality of the partition. The refinement
process needs to be further studied and adapted to the new
data generated by DSHEM.
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